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STYPE. Sample Type
BASE: All Respondents

LANGUAGE.  Survey Language
BASE: All Respondents

AGE
BASE: All Respondents

Q2. What province or territory do you currently reside in?
BASE: All Respondents

MIP. Now, can you tell me IN YOUR OPINION, what is the most important problem facing Canada today?
BASE: All Respondents

SOCIO1. How do you expect the economic situation in Canada as a whole to develop over the next twelve months...Will economic conditions get worse, a lot worse, better, or a lot better over the next twelve months?
BASE: Split Sample

SOCIO2. How do you expect the COVID-19 pandemic in Canada as a whole to develop over the next twelve months...Will the pandemic get worse, a lot worse, better, or a lot better over the next twelve months?
BASE: Split Sample

COLLECTIVE. Thinking about the COVID-19 pandemic, would you say that most people in your province have been doing their part by following public health guidelines closely, or not?
BASE: All Respondents

CHANGE. There has been some talk of what Canada´s governments should prioritize in the COVID-19 recovery. Which is closer to your opinion?
BASE: All Respondents

GREEN_1. Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose the government going deeper into debt to finance the economic recovery ?
BASE: Split Sample

GREEN_2. Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose the government going deeper into debt to finance a green economic recovery ?
BASE: Split Sample
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GREEN_3. Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose the government going deeper into debt to finance a green and just economic recovery for all ?
BASE: Split Sample

EVIDENCE. From what you've read and heard. Is there solid evidence that the average temperature on Earth has been getting warmer over the past four decades?
BASE: All Respondents

CONFIDENCE. How confident are you that the average temperature on Earth is [Response at CONFIDENCE] ?
BASE: All Respondents with valid response to QEVIDENCE

CAUSE. Is the Earth getting warmer mostly because of human activity such as burning fossil fuels, or mostly because of natural patterns in the Earth´s environment?
BASE: All Respondents with yes response to QEVIDENCE

WHEN. When do you think climate change will start to harm people living in Canada?
BASE: All Respondents

THREAT1. How much do you think climate change will harm YOU PERSONALLY?
BASE: All Respondents

RESPA. Thinking about the human causes, how much of a role, if any, do you think the following have had in causing climate change...Governments that have been slow to act on climate change
BASE: Split Sample

RESPB. Thinking about the human causes, how much of a role, if any, do you think the following have had in causing climate change...Companies that produce, transport, and burn fossil fuels
BASE: Split Sample

RESPC. Thinking about the human causes, how much of a role, if any, do you think the following have had in causing climate change...Individuals who use products and services that cause climate change
BASE: Split Sample

RESPD. Thinking about the human causes, how much of a role, if any, do you think the following have had in causing climate change...Colonial systems of economic dominance of one nation over another
BASE: Split Sample

RESPE. Thinking about the human causes, how much of a role, if any, do you think the following have had in causing climate change...The global economic system based on private ownership and profits
BASE: Split Sample

SOLVA. How important do you think each of the following are in terms of fighting climate change...Investing in green technology
BASE: Split Sample
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SOLVB. How important do you think each of the following are in terms of fighting climate change...Protecting and restoring natural areas
BASE: Split Sample

SOLVC. How important do you think each of the following are in terms of fighting climate change...Redistributing resources from rich to those who are less well off
BASE: Split Sample

SOLVD. How important do you think each of the following are in terms of fighting climate change...Preparing our communities to be more resilient to climate change impacts
BASE: Split Sample

SOLVE. How important do you think each of the following are in terms of fighting climate change...Eradicating colonialism, or systems of economic dominance of one nation over another
BASE: Split Sample

PMATRIXA. Please indicate whether you [strongly support/strongly oppose]...Giving citizens the power to hold governments legally accountable for addressing climate change.
BASE: All Respondents

PMATRIXB. Please indicate whether you [strongly support/strongly oppose]...Increasing the amount of electricity produced by nuclear power.
BASE: All Respondents

PMATRIXC. Please indicate whether you [strongly support/strongly oppose]...Cancelling plans to build new oil and gas pipelines across the country.
BASE: All Respondents

PMATRIXD. Please indicate whether you [strongly support/strongly oppose]...Turning some main streets in your community over to pedestrians and cyclists.
BASE: All Respondents

PMATRIXE. Please indicate whether you [strongly support/strongly oppose]...Holding fossil fuel companies responsible for the financial costs of climate change.
BASE: All Respondents

PMATRIXF. Please indicate whether you [strongly support/strongly oppose]...Protecting and restoring forest, grassland, and wetland to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase resilience to climate change.
BASE: All Respondents

TAX. One way of reducing greenhouse gases and addressing climate change is to put a CARBON TAX on fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas. Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose this type of system?
BASE: Split Sample

WTP. If it required you to pay extra money each year in order for more clean, renewable energy to be produced, how much would you be willing to pay?
BASE: Split Sample
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ACTION. Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose governments taking significantly more action NOW to reduce carbon emissions in the country?
BASE: All Respondents

AMATRIXA. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...Systemic racism is a major problem in Canada.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXB. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...Government redistribution programs make people lazy.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXC. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...If we don´t act now, climate change is going to cost a lot more later.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXD. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...Now is not the time to address climate change as people are having a tough time making ends meet.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXE. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...Generally speaking, most people can be trusted.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXF. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...Most of the time, we can trust the government in Ottawa to do what is right.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXG. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...No matter how hard they try, governments won´t be able to significantly reduce carbon emissions over the next decade
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXH. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...There are simple things I can do that have a real impact on climate change.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXI. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...The loss of biodiversity is as much of a threat to the economy as climate change.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXJ. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...Climate change will have the greatest impact on those who are least responsible for causing the problem, like lower income and marginalized groups.
BASE: Split Sample

AMATRIXK_1. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...The government and media are exaggerating about climate change
Base: RANDOM SPLIT (25%)
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AMATRIXK_2. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...The government and media are exaggerating about a climate crisis
Base: RANDOM SPLIT (25%)

AMATRIXK_3. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...The government and media are exaggerating about a climate emergency
Base: RANDOM SPLIT (25%)

AMATRIXK_4. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...The government and media are exaggerating about the COVID-19 pandemic
Base: RANDOM SPLIT (25%)

AMATRIXL. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...If enough people like me change their behavior, we can solve climate change.
BASE: All Respondents

AMATRIXM. Please tell me if you [strongly agree/strongly disagree]...For us to successfully combat climate change, our institutions and businesses need to change.
BASE: All Respondents

D1. What is the language you use most often in your household?
BASE: All Respondents

D2. Are you the parent or guardian of a child under the age of 18?
BASE: All Respondents

D3. Do you self-identify as a member of a visible minority or marginalized community?
BASE: All Respondents

D4. Generally speaking, do you usually consider yourself as being at the left, the right or the centre of the political spectrum?
BASE: All Respondents

D5. If a federal election were held today, for which party are you most likely to vote?
BASE: All Respondents

D6. What is the highest level of education you have attained?
BASE: All Respondents

D7. Which of the following best describes your gross family household income last year? Is it
BASE: All Respondents
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D11.  Gender
Base: All Respondents

REGION.  Region
Base: All Respondents
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